
* 5 Lifeschooling Hacks (+ 1 Big Secret) to Conquer 
Homeschool Burnout



* Help is on the way!
Can you relate to the following story?
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Your schedule is laid out and TODAY is going to be different!

As you jump out of bed, you are ready to tackle the world! But two hours later, after the 
breakfast burns, the dog has another accident on the carpet, and the toddler slams his 
fingers in the door, the morning is half over and you wonder where those plans went!

Another day. Wasted.

Can YOU really homeschool??

Unfortunately, this is real life and homeschoolers are not immune to it just because we have 
a schedule and a school room! So, how can we truly merge this thing called life with our 
homeschooling? That is where lifeschooling comes in. Every moment is a God-ordained 
lesson and part of the homeschool journey.

In this eBook, I will introduce you to the concept of lifeschooling, then show you five 
practical ways that I have learned to "merge life with homeschooling" and become a 
lifeschooler.



● Married to Jon (19 years)
● 3 Children – Konur (17), Elleina (14), Korban (7)
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● Ran the WINGS Activities Fair for 8 years
● Started the Lifeschooling Conference in 2016
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Before we begin, it might be helpful to know a few things about me. Below is the bullet-point 
version, but the main thing you need to know is that I have a huge burden for burned-out 
homeschooler moms just like you! Moms who are trying to mimic the school system at home. 
It doesn’t work! 



I believe I need to start by saying this.

This isn’t a humanistic call to “believe in yourself” and that you can accomplish 
anything you set your mind to.

In fact, it’s the opposite. You can do nothing. (“. . . for apart from me you can do 
nothing.” John 15:5)

But GOD can do everything! (“With man this is impossible, but with God all 
things are possible.” Matt. 19:26) Isn’t that such an assurance? You are not alone 
in this, friend.

I think it’s important that you know that if God has called you to this journey 
(and He has), then that same all-powerful God has equipped you and will 
provide, every step of the way.

And prayerfully, this resource can be one of those helps for you.

* You can do this
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1.What is Lifeschooling?

2.5 Lifeschooling Hacks – Your objections with solutions, practical 
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What is Lifeschooling?
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* What is Lifeschooling?
And is it really for me?
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I’ve been homeschooling for 17 years. Well, 17 if you think of homeschooling in the way that 
I do. 17 years if you consider day 1 of your child’s life as the beginning of his or her 
homeschooling. But over the past 17 years I have watched the homeschooling community 
move away from this type of thinking and morph into something that looks remarkably 
familiar. Something that looks quite similar to the system homeschoolers originally left.

And I have seen an increasing number of articles on “homeschool burnout” and heard more 
stories of women putting their children back into public schooling because they simply don’t 
know how to make homeschooling work with their lifestyle.

One of the things that I have noticed about parents who resort to turning back to traditional 
schooling is a strange idea that their particular situation is somehow different. I don’t mean 
that to sound judgmental or uncompassionate, but rather to point out the simple fact that in 
all likelihood, they are not alone. In all likelihood, there have been many successful 
homeschoolers who had far more difficult circumstances and whose situations seemed 
virtually incompatible with the perceived demands and rigors of homeschooling.
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I can think of one such situation myself: a homeschooling mom whose husband divorced her 
and left her with three young sons to raise on a small budget and while working. And she did 
it. Very successfully, I might add!

Or, there is also my dear friend, Barbara McCoskey, who spoke at our 2016 Lifeschooling 
Conference. During her first year of homeschooling, God allowed her to become very ill with 
breast cancer. But she carried on with homeschooling. Successfully!

So, what factors lead some parents to quit and some to carry on? And more than that, what 
factors lead even some of the strongest homeschool “evangelists” to suffer major burnout 
while some, on the other hand, savor their entire homeschooling experience?
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I believe one of the major factors is an underlying faulty philosophy of education. Years ago, 
the pioneer homeschoolers blazed a trail when they began homeschooling, and while many 
of them initially attempted to mimic the only thing they knew — teaching various grade 
levels from multiple subjects from textbooks and workbooks — they quickly ended up 
discovering that not only was this going to be impossible due to textbook companies refusing 
to sell to them, but that God had “led them out of Egypt” to be a separate people.

They realized that their lack of resources was a blessing in disguise because public 
education, at its very foundation, was flawed and using those same methods and principles 
was not going to work.

What many don’t understand is that the entire traditional school model was based on 
evolutionary principles and established as a means of providing good workers for the new 
Industrial Age…people who would know how to stand in lines, obey orders, and not question 
authority. And so these pioneers began following a philosophy that some are now referring to 
as “lifeschooling.”
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So, what is Lifeschooling, anyway? Many might say it sounds like just another name for 
unschooling. But, while there are many similar elements, there are some important 
distinctions that make lifeschooling different. You can read about them in the blog post 
“Lifeschooling is not Unschooling.”

As for Lifeschooling, the following is the description we have on our mission page. We are 
going to go through it point by point, “fleshing it out” to help you fully understand.



Lifeschooling is the 

individualized process 

of discovering your child's 

God-given gifts and 

talents primarily through 

real life experiences 

that happen within the 

context of your family's 

unique situations and 

missions.

* It’s about
freedom



* What is Lifeschooling?

Lifeschooling is the individualized process of discovering your child’s 
God-given gifts and talents. . .
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If we really believe each child is unique, with a unique purpose given by God, then why do 
we treat them all the same with regard to education?

School is a factory model that runs most efficiently when all children are treated the same 
and one body of knowledge is prescribed for all. It completely ignores the fact that children 
are, surprise, not the same. They are, in fact, unique and each has a specific purpose, given 
to him/her by God. They do not learn at the same rate and because they do have a specific 
purpose from God, it stands to reason that they do not all need the same body of knowledge. 

The factory model of education simply does not accommodate this reality and because of 
that, it will not work for every child. Therefore, it is our job as parents to figure out what each 
child’s purpose is and to individually tailor that child’s education and help guide him/her in 
becoming an expert at whatever God has put within him/her to do.



through real life experiences. . .
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Why real life experiences? Isn’t it enough just to teach from a textbook?

Well, no. It isn’t.

For one thing, most textbooks are a product of the faulty educational model we just 
discussed. Most of them take a body of knowledge that every third grader, for example, is 
“supposed to know” and then they break it down into smaller increments. But beyond the 
philosophical issues…think of all the most important lessons in your life. Weren’t they 
learned from real world experiences? Why is this?

Because when we see things in context, it suddenly has meaning.

When we realize that we need to understand how to multiply fractions in order to double a 
recipe, then we suddenly have a desire to know that bit of information. And we get to eat 
more cake as a result of that knowledge! Without context, knowledge becomes dry, boring, 
and seemingly irrelevant (and without abundant bundt cake).
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That being said, there are times for carefully chosen textbooks. They are not necessarily to 
be banished and I would be a liar if I said I didn’t ever use some form of curriculum myself. 
(Remember, lifeschooling is about freedom)!

But in my mind, the goal is to get rid of them as much as possible and use them only when 
necessary or if you have one of those rare children who loves them and learns well from 
them. (Still, context will always provide a richness that a textbook simply cannot). And for all 
other times, “living” books are a wonderful way to educate.

If you can’t provide the actual experience (such as climbing Mount Everest), then reading the 
account of a man who did, or reading a well-written fictional story, is the next best option for 
making the education as real as possible.

Again, these are basic principles. Each family is unique and each child learns differently. It’s 
about freedom! But the goal is to make education REAL.



that happen within the context of your family’s unique situations. . .
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Why is it that we plan our days out as though they are going to just run smoothly with no 
interruptions to the schedule?

This is not reality…at least, it’s not mine!

And I believe the Bible has something to say about presuming what we will do tomorrow, 
doesn’t it?

“Come now, you who say, ‘Today or tomorrow we will go to such and such a city, and 
spend a year there and engage in business and make a profit.’ Yet you do not know what 
your life will be like tomorrow. You are just a vapor that appears for a little while and then 
vanishes away. Instead, you ought to say, ‘If the Lord wills, we will live and also do this or 
that.’ But as it is, you boast in your arrogance; all such boasting is evil. Therefore, to one 
who knows the right thing to do and does not do it, to him it is sin.” James 4:13-15
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And don’t we believe that those everyday things that come up…the random neighbor visits, 
the sick family members, the “emergency” grocery trips…are sovereignly orchestrated by 
God?

And what about the even larger, more life-changing circumstances, such as chronic illness or 
death of a family member? And if they are all sovereignly ordained, don’t we believe that 
they have some valuable lessons to teach us and our children?

This is everyday life and life is not a reason to abandon homeschooling. Life is a huge part of 
homeschooling!



and missions.
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What about you and your spouse? Weren’t the two of you called to something, as well? Is 
that to be sacrificed and set aside for the sake of your children?

Absolutely not.

Your children are not the focus. Your entire family is. And everyone’s needs must be 
balanced. God placed your children in your family so that they could learn from you, their 
parents, to see how you effectively use your gifts, given to you by God! And since they have 
a good bit of your DNA, I suspect they might actually find some of the same giftings in 
themselves just by observing you!

Your “gift,” that talent (and often more than one) that God designed you with, is your life’s 
mission…whether it looks “spiritual” or not. And of course, there should also be some 
missions in the stricter sense of the word, as well, whether it is a missions trip, ministry to 
the homeless, pro-life ministry, etc.

Your children need to see and be involved with you actively working out your faith. If your 
faith isn’t real to you, why should it be real to them?



“
Lifeschooling is the freedom to educate as God calls you to, not as the 
Scope and Sequence, state regulation, or curriculum dictates.
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Lifeschooling is the freedom to educate as God calls you to, not as the Scope and Sequence, 
state regulation, or curriculum dictates. This one is pretty straight-forward and we’ve 
touched on it already.

Will you be a slave to man’s idea of a “good education” or will you be subject to what God 
calls you to do? Will you continue to look to man to give you guidance, or will you seek to 
know what God thinks of your plans?

Isn’t it strange that we have this idea that “experts” know how our own flesh and blood will 
learn best? I also find it incongruous that we talk about children as being unique individuals, 
while at the same time trying to force them to fit into the mold that the state or a curriculum 
company has created.

Here’s a revelation: The Scope and Sequence was not handed down on stone tablets 
and all children do not learn at the same pace! Nor should they even all learn the exact 
same material, as we’ve already discussed.
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by Elleina Papageorgiou 



“
Lifeschooling is the freedom to educate as God calls you to, not as the 
experts, Scope and Sequence, or curriculum dictates.
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I’ve vacillated on whether or not to leave “state regulation” in my previous quote because I 
do not want to be accused of inciting homeschoolers to break the laws of their states. 
However, I strongly believe that we are to obey God rather than man. And I believe there are 
ways to do this without breaking the law.

If you live in a state with oppressive homeschooling laws that restrict your freedom, I would 
encourage you to either move to a different state or, if that is not possible, to creatively 
meet those requirements and also get involved in changing your laws. What a fantastic 
lifeschooling experience this would be for your children, as well!
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So, if we don’t simply follow what someone else tells us to, what should they learn from year 
to year?

It’s not complicated.

We should simply ask God and then expect Him to answer. How many homeschoolers 
start planning their homeschool year by asking the Lord to show them what they need to do? 
If most people are like I was for many years, their homeschool plans start with coveting in 
the vendor halls of a conference and figuring out how to fit in as much cool curricula as 
possible!

And let me tell you, there is some pretty slick looking curricula out there, much of it sitting 
on my shelf, collecting dust in the hopes of being used someday! 😉 But what if we stopped 
first and asked God to clearly show us what each child needs in order to accomplish His 
purpose for his/her life? What if we even fasted and prayed about our school years? Wouldn’t 
we see God do great things?
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So, now that we understand what lifeschooling is, let’s briefly talk about the mission of the 
lifeschooling conference while we’re on the subject of missions.

The mission of the Lifeschooling Conference is to encourage moms and dads that 
homeschooling can merge with a healthy family life and whatever life circumstances God 
brings, and to challenge the conventional, historically abnormal model of age-
segregated, subject-divided, desk-confined schooling that has infiltrated the modern 
homeschooling movement.

And there you have it. Not much “fleshing out” to do on that mission statement. I believe we 
are at a crossroads in the homeschooling movement. Now is a crucial time when we will see 
homeschooling as a whole either continue to move down the path toward simply mimicking 
the traditional school model, only in a different location, or we will see a revolution.

We will see parents returning to the roots and doing things the way our homeschooling 
forefathers did. And we will see families flourish and thrive as a result.
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“
In short, the Lifeschooling Conference is a call to a revolution!

In short, the Lifeschooling Conference is a call to a revolution! It is a call to homeschoolers to 
quit craving the “leeks and garlic” of Egypt and to feast on the manna that God has already 
provided! We are sojourners in a strange land of homeschooling. Why do we want to return to 
what the system has to offer? If it was good enough, then why did we flee?

I hope you will be a part of this movement to bring homeschooling back to its roots. Back to 
where it all originated. I hope you will discover what the pioneer homeschoolers discovered 
years ago. It will set you free!



* Isn’t it Unschooling?
It sounds the same to me!
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Well, no. Not exactly.

While I appreciate some of the practical aspects of unschooling in that it allows children 
freedom to pursue their interests, it is at its core a philosophy that has its roots in the 
teachings of humanists such as Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Paul Goodman, and A. S. Neill.

When we lifeschool, we are looking for those sparks of interest in our children, but we are not 
just allowing them to do whatever they feel compelled to do, whenever it suits them. Parents 
are the leaders and it is up to us to help our children learn what gifts God has put into them 
and encourage those pursuits, but also require a certain academic body of knowledge to be 
learned.

In unschooling as it is truly intended, the child and his/her desires are given too much 
emphasis and priority. There are subtle, but important differences in these philosophies, and 
foundations make all the difference. You can learn more from this blog post.

https://lifeschoolingconference.com/why-lifeschooling-is-not-unschooling/


5 Lifeschooling Hacks
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* 5 Lifeschooling Hacks
Plus solutions to your objections, and practical challenges

01.

Be in your home.

07

Sometimes I’m curious why people say they are “homeschooling” when they are never at 
home! While classes and co-ops have their place, I am saddened that so many homeschool 
parents today are relying so heavily on others to teach, that the parent/teacher could easily 
be replaced by a chauffeur without anyone’s notice!

God gave those children to YOU. Home education is not just about the facts and academic 
knowledge we pump into our children’s brains. There are spiritual and relational elements 
that are so much more important! YOU were the one called to disciple and walk alongside 
your child.

Even once-a-week co-ops can be incredibly disruptive to the flow and schedule of your 
family. I remember when we enrolled in a co-op for a year. While my children did enjoy 
aspects of the format, I never felt it was worth the extra effort and commitment.
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Perhaps it was partially due to the day of the week (Tuesday), but it completely disrupted our 
homeschooling. Mondays are never a super productive day coming off the weekend, feeling 
like I’m just trying to get a handle on a new week and preparing for co-op the next day. The 
day after, we felt like we had another Monday trying to regroup.

Thursdays were probably our most productive days, but I wondered where the week went 
and felt discouraged. And then Friday hit and we usually were ready for a field trip or some 
kind of down time going into the weekend, feeling like we had failed once again!

Many homeschoolers see co-op as a time of social interaction for their kids. While this is 
true, remember that the same drawbacks of a school setting come into play in the co-op 
venue. You cannot choose whom you want your children to be around because you are 
simply at the mercy of whatever children happen to end up in their classes.

My daughter is the kind of child who connects better with older children, yet they do not 
always see her as an equal. I learned years after our co-op experience that situations and 
interactions that I did not recognize as overly hurtful were in fact very traumatic for her. 
Some of the kids just did not treat her nicely and I minimized the impact this had on her.
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Again, you have to find what works for your family and I am not completely against outside 
classes and co-ops. I am simply sharing my personal experience and letting you know that it 
is okay to stay home! And often, it is preferable!

Some of our best experiences with incorporating some “out-of-the-home” time were very 
intentional play dates and park days with our local homeschool group. If there were children 
at Park Day that were unkind, they could come to me immediately and I could talk to the 
parent, who was right there. I did not have to work around the rigidity of a schedule. If it was 
too bad, we could simply not continue or advise the children not to hang around too much 
with certain children. There is much more freedom with a Park Day for you as the parent to 
intervene and monitor the goings-on.

As for play dates, it is important to find those few true friends that your children click with 
and then make a point to schedule time. Again, if you have a busy week, you can cancel or 
reschedule! There is freedom there that you don’t have with co-ops and classes.

Some of our best memories are from the year that we visited our friend Becca’s house nearly 
every Friday for our kids to play and us mamas to talk. It was casual and sometimes we 
would incorporate field trips or other learning experiences. But it gave all of us time for 
intentional social interaction and friendships without taking over our schedules.



* Objection
You may be thinking...

“
I’m not good at every subject! If I don’t enroll them in classes or co-
ops, they will not learn everything they need to know.

● Statistics prove otherwise 
● Successful pioneer homeschool graduates prove otherwise

● There are online and video options
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Statistics prove otherwise.

First of all, homeschooling across the board, regardless of a parent’s educational background, 
has been proven successful. You don’t need to be “good at every subject” to successfully 
homeschool your child. 

According to studies, whether or not the parent is a certified teacher has no bearing on the 
outcome of the child’s home education (Ray, 2998, Academic Leadership Online Journal). So 
it stands to reason that outside classes with certified teachers are unnecessary for the 
success of the homeschool education.
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“
I’m not good at every subject! If I don’t enroll them in classes or co-
ops, they will not learn everything they need to know.



Successful pioneer homeschool graduates prove otherwise.

When the modern homeschooling movement was in its infancy in the mid-1970s, not only 
did parents lack curriculum and resources for teaching, but they most certainly did not have 
access to all the options of co-ops and classes that we have today!

Yet, when you consider how successful those early homeschool graduates have been, you 
have to recognize that the value of a good education has far more to do with the parents’ 
dedication and instilling values than it does with the actual curricula or outside classes and 
co-ops.

To read more facts and statistics about the general success of homeschooling, 
check out this helpful article on the HSLDA website.
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“
I’m not good at every subject! If I don’t enroll them in classes or co-
ops, they will not learn everything they need to know.

https://hslda.org/content/docs/nche/000010/200410250.asp


There are online and video options.

If you really feel you must have some kind of outside help (and, okay, I’m right there with 
you when it comes to classes like calculus and chemistry!), then why not consider online 
courses or curriculum that includes teaching videos? There are so many options available 
today!

This seems much less disruptive to family life, in my opinion! Popping a video into a DVD 
player seems easier than spending an hour and a half getting oneself and the kids ready, 
another 30 minutes or so driving there and back, plus the stress of chores piling up during 
the time away.

As I’ve already mentioned, it’s also important to consider aspects like negative peer 
influences. Many homeschoolers today face the same problems that those in traditional 
schools encounter because they are involved in so many classes and co-ops outside the 
home, minimizing one of the biggest benefits of homeschooling: protecting our vulnerable 
children.
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“
I’m not good at every subject! If I don’t enroll them in classes or co-
ops, they will not learn everything they need to know.



Practical Hack Challenge
For Being in your Home

* Stay home and do no activities for one month. 
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WHAT?!

Yes, you heard correctly!

I know to many that may seem radical, but this is not necessarily something you have to 
continue after the challenge is over. I do think, though, that you just may find you enjoy 
staying put for a  while.

Even if you can’t take a whole month off, what about just staying home and “skipping 
school” for one week? Whatever you can handle for this challenge will be a good exercise in 
rethinking your priorities.

* Stay home and do no activities for one month. 



02.

Prioritize 
relationships.
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On a recent interview with Hal and Melanie Young on my podcast, Life as a Lifeschooler, 
Melanie said something that really struck me. She said that at the end of it all, the thing that 
will matter to us the most when we are done our homeschooling journey is relationships.

When our children move out and start their own lives, will we care as much that they don’t 
know all the dates of important historical events? Will it matter that they can’t diagram 
sentences? No. What will really matter at the end of this homeschooling journey is the 
relationships we’ve established with our children. What will really matter is getting together 
on holidays and seeing the grandchildren. What will really matter is spending eternity 
glorifying God together!

Relationships. Those are what really matter. Don’t sacrifice them on the altar of academics. 
Don’t lose them over unmemorized math facts and grammar rules.

https://ultimateradioshow.com/lifeschooling-boys-young/


* Objection
You may be thinking...

“
If I do that, we’ll never get to academics! My kids don’t get along.

● You will get to what God has for that day

● Prioritize what God does

● No homeschooler ever completes everything

11



“
If I do that, we’ll never get to academics! My kids don’t get along.

You will get to what God has for that day.

11

This comes down to trusting God. He promises that if we “seek first His kingdom” (that 
means that we make His priorities our priorities) that “all these things” (everything that is 
needful for us, including academics) will be “added to us” (He will make it happen)! God is 
faithful and He will reward our faithfulness to Him.

You may not see any possible way that you can accomplish everything “needful” in a day. 
You may constantly be battling against those sneaky time-wasters that gobble up a day in 
tiny increments. But God knows! He knows exactly what academics your children need to 
learn each day and He will accomplish that.
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But we must commit to obeying Him and prioritizing what He does, regardless of our fear of 
“holes” and not getting it all done. I have seen this play out in my own life. It takes a good 
deal of time to keep up with all the “little” things that go along with planning a conference 
and keeping up a website. This is my ministry, but it is second to my family, my first ministry.

I have recently had some big deadlines I needed to meet. My temptation is always to say, 
“Well, it’s just one day. I can put school off and get back to it tomorrow.” (Can you tell I’m on 
the relaxed end of the homeschool spectrum? ;) )

But I’ve found, to my amazement, that no matter how much work needs to get done, when I 
stick to my normal routine of spending dedicated time lifeschooling in the morning, it all gets 
done. The afternoons somehow run more smoothly. Things that I needed to handle are 
resolved on their own. Others will randomly take care of issues. Questions will get answered 
by someone else. And God just somehow orchestrates it all to work out!

It takes faith! And I don’t always have it. But I’m thankful for those times of God’s grace that 
I can look back on to increase my faith to do what is right the next time.



“
If I do that, we’ll never get to academics! My kids don’t get along.

Prioritize what God does.

11

God’s priorities are often not the same as ours. He says, “My thoughts are not your 
thoughts...” We constantly have to check our motives and ask God to align...and realign 
again...our priorities with His.

As parents who love our children and want the best for them, it is natural for us to want to 
give them an excellent academic education. And certainly there is nothing wrong with that in 
and of itself. But we have to recognize that it is simply not God’s priority.
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God’s priority has always been on the heart. He wants us to focus on getting to our children’s 
hearts and strengthening relationships. If your children don’t get along, then that is God’s 
priority for you to focus on. When the homeschooling is all done, do you want children who 
love each other and are best friends for life or children who can recite poems by Wadsworth, 
but are not on speaking terms?

Even Jesus, in teaching his disciples, did not focus on academics. Instead, he taught them as 
He walked alongside them and built relationships with them. It was not a seminary! It was 
just everyday life. Lifeschooling! ;)

I have seen the fruit of this priority born out in my children. Because we have focused on 
relationships, my oldest two children are best friends. When Konur was away for two and a 
half weeks this fall, Elleina missed him terribly and couldn’t wait for him to return. Even 
Konur, who is an introvert and gets along well on his own, was eager to hang out with his 
sister again. Nothing brings me more joy than to see them hug and hear them encourage 
each other and exchange random “I love yous”!

Can you believe this is possible? If not, reconsider whether your priorities are right.



“
If I do that, we’ll never get to academics! My kids don’t get along.

No homeschooler ever completes everything.
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Let’s just face facts.

NO homeschooler ever completes everything on the schedule for the year! But allowing for 
that rare outlier, if they do “get it all done” they likely do so at the expense of their family 
because honestly, we all tend to overestimate what can be accomplished in a year. Life 
happens and we do not know what tomorrow brings, but it always seems to bring something 
time-consuming!

Also, don’t forget about your own school experience. Did you ever finish all the curriculum? I 
remember always wishing we could just get to “Modern Times” in the history book every 
year!

But here’s what we really need to remember. Comparison kills. Contentment revives.
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Be happy with what God has for your family. You are not someone else. Your family does not 
have to look like another family. And it probably shouldn’t! Be content.



Practical Hack Challenges
For Prioritizing Relationships

* Begin each day with God.
 
* Plan a special retreat with one child.

12
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The most important relationship you have is your relationship with the Lord. If I could get you 
to complete just one challenge in this entire eBook, it would be to start your day by 
consulting the Lord and spending time with Him.

This is the key to success! And it’s so simple, really. It’s not some special formula or to-do 
list. It’s just committing to spending time with the One whom we should love most, the One 
who orders our days and directs our steps. It’s not about an obligation, it’s about an 
opportunity...to talk to the Master Planner...the God of the universe who loves you so much 
that He sent His son to die for your sins!

Do you not think He cares about your days and how you spend them?

If you don’t know Jesus personally, get to know Him. I invite you to learn more here.

* Begin each day with God.

https://knowgod.com/en/kgp-us
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You will need to find what works best for you and I won’t legalistically say you must spend 
time in God’s Word first thing every morning, but I will say that you need to spend time 
regularly. And more than that, you need to crave spending time with Him! We all have “off” 
days, but do you miss Him when you haven’t spent time with Him?

If you don’t desire to spend time reading His Word and getting to know Him better, then I 
would question why. To know Him is to love Him (“Anyone who does not love does not know 
God, because God is love.” 1 John 4:8). Jesus is as real a person as you and me. And if you 
love someone, you will want to know that person better, especially when that person has 
sacrificed His very life to make a way for you to have fellowship with Him.

This really isn’t a guilt trip. ;) I promise. But my greatest desire is that you would experience 
the same joy and peace that I have in knowing Him personally. It takes effort at first because 
we battle with our sinful flesh that wants to do the things it wants to do. (“...the spirit indeed 
is willing, but the flesh is weak.” Matthew 26:41) But you will find as you make it a habit, you 
can’t help but thirst for it more and more.
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Practically speaking, here is what I do in case it may help you.

I’ve had to learn to trick myself into doing what is right because, as I said, it can be a 
struggle if it’s a new habit and the relationship is weak. But now that my habit is established, 
I really love it!

I wake up first thing in the morning and talk to God while I’m snuggled up in my warm bed. I 
read my Bible using various Bible apps on my phone. This may or may not work for you, 
depending on how tempted you are to check e-mail, texts, etc. ;) I’m not always as 
disciplined as I need to be, but I try to ignore all those until I’m done my reading.

One of my favorite apps currently is the YouVersion Bible app. There are many wonderful 
studies on there that help me dig deeper into what I’m reading. Some even include videos 
(which is great especially if you want to get your kids into Bible study. Short videos can be 
easier to start with).

https://www.youversion.com/
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Another challenge to help you prioritize relationships is to plan a special retreat with one (or 
each, if you can) of your children.

Last year, I began my year with a one-week fast for a very specific purpose. It was amazing 
how the Lord redirected my focus during that fast and showed me the needs of my family.

One of the specific things He showed me was the need for intentional times of deep focus on 
our individual children by getting away on a “retreat.” So the following month, I took a 
bonding trip with my daughter. 

Taking time out specifically to be more intentional really does make a difference in the daily 
interactions. The entire trip I was focused on my daughter. I did not have laundry, dishes, 
lifeschooling my youngest, cleaning, etc. etc. to distract me. Taking ourselves out of the 
normal routine changed the normal interactions because everything in the environment was 
different.

* Plan a special retreat with one child.
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It is amazing how we can slip into habits, not just in our daily actions, but also in our 
relational interactions, as well. We can have a habit of responding with certain phrases and 
tones, and perhaps not even be fully aware of how we come across and are perceived.

By spending intentional time together outside of our home and usual routine, we were able 
to connect on a different level. I was able to recognize more easily all the ways that I 
inadvertently shut my daughter out, just because of little reactionary habits I am in. (To read 
more about what I specifically learned, check out this blog post I wrote).

If you have never taken a trip away with your children individually, I would encourage you to 
start this tradition! If this challenge is a bit, well, challenging, then I would suggest you start 
small. Even just spending an hour or two a week talking privately one-on-one or doing 
devotions together is a wonderful way to connect and strengthen those heart strings.

https://lifeschoolingconference.com/things-i-learned-on-our-girls-weekend/


03.

Look for educational 
value, then maximize it.

13

We do not live in a vacuum. Education is happening everywhere, whether we see it or not!

And that is the key. Learning to see it! Learning that just because we don’t sit down for 
formal lessons does not diminish the educational value in an activity. In fact, the opposite is 
usually true! Real life experiences are some of the most powerful ways to learn.

And once we learn to recognize the education in our daily activities, then we can consciously 
work to maximize it. When you go on a walk together to get some exercise, look for the 
education all around you…bugs, birds, the weather. When your son gets excited about the 
beetle he found, use that as an opportunity to grab a book or pull up pictures or videos 
online of some of the world’s largest beetles (they’re huge!).



* Objection
You may be thinking...

“
What educational value? Some activities are just not academic.

● If you really look, you may find academics.

● Everything worth learning is not necessarily academic.

14
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Even in the most unlikely scenarios, academics can still be found...or added! You may be 
surprised when you start examining your activities more closely.

When my son was younger, he learned some basic addition every day at nap/rest time. I told 
him he could have six books to read. He would count them out when he was younger and as 
he got older, I would turn it into a math lesson by giving him two and asking how many more 
he needed to make six. Every day, I would change it up so he eventually learned all of the 
math facts for six.

If you really look, you may find academics.

“
What educational value? Some activities are just not academic.
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If I had not intentionally looked for this opportunity, he would still have picked up on some 
basic number skills and counting, but the key to helping him learn those math facts was 
being observant to the inherent math lesson and the opportunity to maximize it.

It was right there all along! I just had to see it first.

My oldest son, on the other hand, began learning computer coding and programming about 
five years ago. When he got older, he started going through algebra courses and discovered 
the exciting fact that he already knew how to do it! It happened naturally with something he 
was already doing and loved, which made checking that box a simple task.
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It’s true. Some activities have very little educational value...in terms of academics, that is. 
But we have to recognize that not all education is academic and some of life’s most 
important lessons have nothing to do with math or science or any other formal subject!

One thing we’ve started doing in our home is having our teens cook a meal each week. 
There are some academic aspects to that, such as math skills (measuring) and learning to 
follow directions carefully. But the academics, though still valuable, are admittedly minimal 
for someone of high school age.

However, how valuable is this education for their lives? I would say it’s some of the most 
important education they can receive! They will be cooking meals for themselves and their 
families for the rest of their lives. It may be a good skill to invest in!

Everything worth learning is not necessarily academic.

“
What educational value? Some activities are just not academic.
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In fact, let me share a little story to emphasize the importance of teaching our children to 
cook.

I never really learned how to cook. My poor mother tried, but I was confident that it wasn’t 
hard and didn’t really see why I needed to learn such a “basic” skill. After all, I had been 
baking cookies and desserts for years. I mean, I even had a chocolate chip cookie business in 
junior high, for goodness sakes! Who did she think she was talking to anyway?

As I found out soon enough after marriage, cooking and baking are not the same thing, and 
sometimes following a recipe is not as simple as it may seem. Yes, sometimes moms really 
do know what they are talking about.

One of my first meals was chicken, cooked on the stove top. It was very reasonable, in my 
mind, that if chicken cooked in 30 minutes on medium-low, that if I simply turned up the heat 
to, say high, then I would manage to knock off about 20 minutes of the cooking time.
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Logical, right? It made sense to me.

It did not make sense, however, to my very blunt, Greek husband who, upon cutting into the 
sufficiently burned chicken and discovering raw flesh, told me to just save a step next time 
and throw it immediately from the pan into the trash can.

It was a rough first year.

So don’t let your daughter go through that experience! Some non-academic lessons are 
pretty important and worth learning. ;)



Practical Hack Challenge
For Finding and Maximizing Educational Value

* Keep a journal documenting every activity for one week.

15
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* Keep a journal documenting every activity for one week.

One of my favorite homeschooling articles can be found on the website of my friend and 
pioneer homeschooler, Tina Farewell. In it, Tina talks about how discouraged she would get as a 
homeschooler and entrepreneur who was trying to “get everything done.”

One day, at the encouragement of her husband, she wrote down every single activity she did 
and beside it, the value it had. Not all were academic, but it was surprising how many of the 
little things she accomplished had educational value despite that not being the intent.

I thought it was a wonderful challenge to encourage others in! Sometimes we just need to stop 
and take a closer look at what we are actually accomplishing. For one week, challenge yourself 
to do this. Make a list of every singe activity, even the basic ones like making lunch with your 
kids, and find the educational value.

Again, there may be very little in some of the activities, but remember to take into account the 
cumulative effect. Repetition is powerful, especially when it involves real life experience.



04.

School year-round.
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Yes, I actually said that.

And before I say any more, let’s just get your objections off the table!



* Objection
You may be thinking...

“
Are you crazy?! My kids hate learning and I can’t take the stress of 
teaching year-round.

● Lifeschooling makes learning fun. 

● Lifeschooling eases stress.

17
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Lifeschooling makes learning fun.

Homeschooing year-round might sound like a chore, but that’s homeschooling.

We are talking about lifeschooling. And lifeschooling is fun! It’s life. It’s a natural fit to 
everything you want to do in the summertime, as well as year-round, because it incorporates 
real life into education and focuses on your children’s natural bents.

Do you really want to take a vacation from that? I don’t know many kids, or adults for that 
matter, that want to take regular three-month breaks from their giftings. No writing, art, music, 
or entrepreneurship for three months?! No thank you! These are things I love!

Yes, there are still academic subjects that must happen, but when they are being woven with 
the real life experiences and spread out, it is not as stressful as “school.”

“
Are you crazy?! My kids hate learning and I can’t take the stress of 
teaching year-round.
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Lifeschooling eases stress.

How much easier would it be to have an extra three months for education every year? Knowing 
that we have more time to work through a curriculum and accomplish our goals eases the 
stress on days when we just aren’t “with it.”

When opportunity for ministry comes up, we don’t have to say no because we are worried 
about getting everything done by a certain date. If we have given ourselves “breathing room” 
and we are recognizing the lifeschooling that happens naturally in those ministries that God 
brings along, then it is easier to say yes to them rather than seeing them as interruptions to 
schooling.

“
Are you crazy?! My kids hate learning and I can’t take the stress of 
teaching year-round.
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For several years, our family was involved in pro-life ministry with a ministry started by the 
Benham brothers called Cities4Life. Every Friday, we would go to our local abortion facility and 
work with the crisis pregnancy center to offer free ultrasounds and counseling to the moms.

I was never worried about the schedule because of the flexibility of schooling year-round, and I 
saw it as part of lifeschooling anyway. They learned communication and relational skills in a 
much more “real” way than a speech and debate class could have taught them. They learned 
to spot and counter logical fallacies of the arguments offered in support of abortion, and how to 
defend their faith.

The spiritual lessons my children learned made their faith real! And one of my proudest 
moments as a mom was when my daughter, only 11 at the time, stopped a car on her own and 
successfully counseled that mom of twins to choose life! There are two little boys alive today 
because we made time for ministry and prioritizing what God does.

http://www.Cities4Life.org/


Practical Hack Challenge
For Schooling Year-Round

* Write a list of things you could do if you schooled year-round.

18
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* Write a list of things you could do if you schooled year-
round.

Maybe this challenge will help take away a bit of the “freak out” factor of the thought of 
lifeschooling year-round. ;)

When you start to really consider all the things you could do and the improvements to your 
daily life, it starts to look like a bit more of a viable option. Think about vacations, for example. 
Why not take them year-round? If you are stressed in January or February, take a vacation! Who 
cares that it’s not “time” for spring break yet! You won’t get behind.

What about “mental health days”? ;) Why not! You have time. Really, a lot of it is just a 
mindset. We’ve been so trained to think of school as negative and to feel that we are 
responsible for everything our children learn that we have taken the joy and freedom out of it. 
If you get back to what is important and focus on lifeschooling, it doesn’t have to be drudgery 
and stressful.

Write out a list of all the ways that this could benefit your family and you may be surprised 
what you come up with!
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05.

Multi-task the education.

One of the most ineffective way to educate, in my opinion, is to break up every subject 
and try to isolate it as it’s own little island of academics. Lifeschooling is about an 
organic approach to learning and that often includes multi-tasking.

Much of this multi-tasking happens naturally, but it can also be encouraged intentionally 
in many different ways.

Here are a few ideas I’ve come up with:

● Audio CD while dusting (History, Science, etc. + P.E./Life Skills)
● Math while grocery shopping (Math + Life Skills and Economics)  - An excellent 

resource for this is called Grocery Cart Math
● Folding laundry during family devotions (Life Skills + Bible)
● Lunges across the kitchen while putting away clean dishes (P.E. + Life Skills)

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1880892677/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=lifeschooli09-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=1880892677&linkId=151d699837ec498b4a604b72e7710682


* Objection
You may be thinking...

“
If they are multi-tasking, they won’t be able to focus. Studies prove 
that.

● Different kind of multi-tasking 

● Exercise helps blood flow to brain

● Energetic boys need to move

20
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First, let’s understand that there are different types of multi-tasking. Driving while texting is far 
different than doing dishes while listening to a history story!

As I mentioned earlier, much of this “multi-tasking” happens naturally and is inherent to the 
subjects themselves. When you study World War 2, for example, you can’t hep but learn about 
the many innovative machines the Germans designed. Science and math skills collide when 
learning how to bake.

It is impossible for everything to remain completely isolated. Subjects bleed into each other 
and life overflows into homeschooling. This is a natural occurrence that I believe was designed 
to help the learning process. So we just want to recognize those overlaps and then take 
advantage of them rather than trying to keep everything separated like a children’s plate of 
food! 

“
If they are multi-tasking, they won’t be able to focus. Studies prove 
that.

It’s a different kind of multi-tasking. 
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If we are using exercise often in our multi-tasking, that can be very beneficial. Studies prove 
that exercise actually helps with mental alertness, as proper blood flow to the brain is crucial to 
its function.

According to this article, “the hippocampus, a part of the brain critical for learning and 
memory, is highly active during exercise. When the neurons in this structure rev up, research 
shows that our cognitive function improves.”

Sounds like the perfect activity to mix with learning, doesn’t it?

“
If they are multi-tasking, they won’t be able to focus. Studies prove 
that.

Exercise helps blood flow to brain.

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/why-do-you-think-better-after-walk-exercise/
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We have been trained to believe that education is most effective when it takes place at a desk 
with books and flash cards. But if you have an energetic little boy, as I do, then you know how 
impossible this can be!

Studies have actually proven that movement helps some boys learn better. My boy is definitely 
in that statistic! I remember one day looking over into the living room where he was watching 
an educational video and seeing him upside down hanging backwards off the couch, doing 
some kind of weird gymnastic-type move in slow motion as he absorbed the information.

So, when I later taught him the definition of “alertness” in our character curriculum, I took it 
with a grain of salt. “Sitting up straight at attention while looking someone in the eyes” is not 
always the way all children take in information, though teaching to a “tornado” has its 
challenges and I do often question the “alertness” of my energetic pupil!

“
If they are multi-tasking, they won’t be able to focus. Studies prove 
that.

Energetic boys need to move.



Practical Hack Challenge
For Multi-Tasking the Education

* Think about your daily routines and write a list of ways to multi-
task the academics.
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* Think about your daily routines and write a list of ways to 
multi-task the academics.

So many of our chores and routines can be combined with education! Take a few minutes to 
write out a list of all your routines and chores. Then, look through your school schedule and see 
what can be creatively combined.

Ask your kids, too! They are often more creative than we are. 



1 Big Secret

23



* The secret to success
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Are you ready for the “1 Big Secret”?

The secret to success is really not a secret at all, in fact.

But we live as though it is. Our homeschooling is so often done in a spirit of self-reliance and 
slavery. We miss out on the freedom that God has for us if we would just daily practice this 
“secret” to success...



* The secret to success

24

FAITH



But seek first the 
kingdom of God and 
his righteousness, 
and all these things 
will be added to you.

HIS FAITHFULNESS
Matt. 6:33

* The secret to success

24

FAITH

Faith in his faithfulness.

God has given us an amazing promise! If we simply seek Him first, above all else, and 
desire to see His will accomplished, He will accomplish it.

“All these things” that we worry and fret over will be given to us. We just have to be 
faithful...and trust in His perfect faithfulness in our lives.



The heart of man 
plans his way, but 
the Lord 
establishes his 
steps.

HIS LEADING
Prov. 16:9

* The secret to success
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FAITH

Faith in his leading.

So often, we charge ahead and try to lead God on the path that we think is best.

But it is the Lord who establishes our steps. We can and should plan to a degree, 
but then we must have faith that He will lead us on the path and trust when it does 
not look like we planned.



Are not two sparrows 
sold for a penny? 
And not one of them 
will fall to the ground 
apart from your 
Father. But even the 
hairs of your head 
are all numbered. 
Fear not, therefore; 
you are of more 
value than many 
sparrows.

HIS CONCERN
Matt. 10:29-30

* The secret to success
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FAITH

Faith in his concern.

If we believe that God is truly concerned for us and cares for us, then we will have faith 
that He can handle our worries and problems. He cares even for the birds, but we are 
worth more than many sparrows!



So then neither the 
one who plants nor 
the one who 
waters is anything, 
but God who 
causes the 
growth.

HIS CONTROL
1 Cor. 3:7

* The secret to success
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FAITH

Faith in his control.

Do we trust God to be in control or do we want to take over? God is the one who controls 
every aspect of our lives and He is the One who will cause the growth in our children’s 
lives, not only spiritually, but also academically.



Are not two sparrows 
sold for a penny? 
And not one of them 
will fall to the ground 
apart from your 
Father. But even the 
hairs of your head 
are all numbered. 
Fear not, therefore; 
you are of more 
value than many 
sparrows.

HIS CONCERN
Matt. 10:29-30
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FAITH



Community and 
Support
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* Support Channels
God created us to live in community and it is important to be around like-minded friends. 
There are many ways to get the support and encouragement you need to lifeschool 
successfully! Click any link below for more information.

26

 Conference
Yearly inspiration

Facebook
Community 

support

E-mail
Weekly 

encouragement

Podcast
Bi-montly 
interviews

https://www.lifeschoolingconference.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/lifeschooling/
mailto:info@lifeschoolingconference.com
https://www.lifeasalifeschooler.com/
https://www.lifeschoolingconference.com/


Freebies and a Big 
Discount!
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One of my printables for FREE! 
Go to the store and enter coupon code 
Free4Me. 

20% Off Lifeschooling Conference – Enter 
code eBook.

* Special Deals for my readers!

30

FREE Video! Subscribe to get my free conference 
session, “What is Lifeschooling?” (If you are 
already subscribed, you will not be added again).

https://lifeschoolingconference.com/product-category/uncategorized/printables/
https://pages.convertkit.com/ec2a78b4b9/c207c08212


1.Definition of Lifeschooling: “Lifeschooling is the individualized process of 
discovering your child’s God-given gifts and talents, primarily through real life 
situations, that happen within the context of your family’s unique situations 
and missions.”

2.5 Lifeschooling Hacks – Be in your Home, Prioritize relationships, Look for 
the education value, then maximize it, School year-round, Multi-task the 
education.

3.One Big Secret – Faith in God’s promises.

4.Support – Join the Lifeschooling Community and attend the conference!

5.Freebies and Discount – 20% off Lifeschooling Conference tickets!

* Where we’ve been
Here’s the recap...

31



Practical Hack Challenge 
List

* Keep a journal documenting every activity for one week.

15

* Stay home and do no activities for one month. 

* Begin each day with God.
 
* Plan a special retreat with one child.

* Write a list of things you could do if you schooled year-round.

* Think about your daily routines and write a list of ways to multi-
task the academics.



Take Action!
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* It’s Your Turn!
What will you do?

08

This is where my encouragement stops (at least until we connect again) and your action 
begins! Will you implement these challenges? Even if it’s just one change at a time, I believe 
incorporating some of these ideas into your homeschool can be revolutionizing.

Will you let me know how your challenge goes?

You can stay in contact with me and others on this lifeschooling path through 
our Facebook group. Or, feel free to e-mail me any time! I always value and appreciate 
feedback from my readers, and I love to help as I am able!

I hope I’ve helped you learn how to better merge your life with homeschooling!

https://www.facebook.com/groups/lifeschooling/
mailto:info@lifeschoolingconference.com


Thank you!
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